Glen Hills Primary School Medium Term Planning Year:5 Topic: Light, Earth and Space, Seasonal Changes

Key Learning Objectives:

Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets , relative to the Sun in the Solar System(1)
Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth. (2)
Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approx. spherical bodies (2)
Know that our Sun is a star and that there are other stars in our galaxy, and other galaxies. (2)
Recognise that light from the Sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to protect their eyes. (2)
Notice how light travels. (3)
Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky. (4
+5)
Recognise that they need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence of light. (6)
Explain how we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and
then to our eyes. (6)
Notice that light is reflected into the eye. (6)
Notice that light is reflected from surfaces (7)
Know how light travels across translucent, transparent and opaque materials. (8)
Recognise that shadows are formed when light from a light source is blocked by an opaque object. (9)
Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadow have the same shape as the objects that cast
them. (9)
Find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change. (10)

Working Scientifically: Highlighted skills are covered in unit
Planning and Predicting
•
•
•
•
•

Recognise that scientific ideas
are based on evidence and
creative thinking.
Make predictions based on
scientific knowledge.
Suggest methods of testing
including a fair test.
Suggest how to collect
evidence.
Select suitable equipment.

Investigating and Observing
•
•

•

Carry out a fair test, explaining
why it is fair.
Understanding why
observations and
measurements need to be
repeated.
Select information from
provided sources.

Recording, Analysing and
Evaluating
•

•
•
•

Communicate findings in
tables, bar charts and line
graphs, whilst making
appropriate use of ICT.
Identify trends and patterns
and offer explanations for
these.
Draw conclusions and
communicate them in
appropriate scientific language.
Suggest improvements in their
work, giving reasons.

Reading:

Research on Sun, Earth and Moon
using range of resources such as
books, reading texts
(comprehension) and online
research tools.
Reading of fact/non-fiction books
and fact files about each planet for
writing their own non
chronological report in Literacy on
the planets.
‘Why does the Moon shine?’ text
‘Sundials’ text when learning about
movement of Sun across sky

WS Vocabulary:

measurements accuracy
precision repeat readings
report data evidence
average trends patterns
diagrams labels keys
tables bar/line graphs
predictions further comparative
fair test report present
conclusions causal relationship
explanations degree of trust
evidence - support refute
identify classify describe
patterns systematic
quantitative (measureable)
measurements ideas source

Science

British Values/ Cultural
Capital:

Knowledge of work of scientists- ships sailing

around the world, ships appearing and
disappearing over horizon
Seeing themselves as scientists
Understanding how to work as a scientist –
investigative work
Seeing Science as something which is continually
evolving and growing as new discoveries are made idea of earth shape changing as technology and evidence
changed.
British Values:
Respect
Everyone has a voice (sharing research on ‘Why does
the Moon shine?’, respect of equipment and others’
predictions
Democracy
Working fairly as a group
Tolerance
Everyone’s ideas should be valued.

Cross Curricular Links:

Writing non-chronological report on
the planets
Artwork on the planets and rocket
work
Space homework
Sundials – Muslims/Islam
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Science

Key Learning Objective
(Outcomes)

Lesson Objective

Retrieval Task

Teaching Input and Activities

Challenge

Vocabulary

Describe the movement of
the Earth, and other planets,
relative to the Sun in the
Solar System.

Lesson 1
I can describe the movement
of the Earth and other
planets compared to the Sun.

Trigger assessment

What can you tell me about Space?
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/tg2-a-01movement-of-the-planets-in-our-solar-systemanimation Use short animation to introduce topic.

Write an advert for a holiday
to another planet? How
would children use their
knowledge of these places
to advertise a family holiday
there?

Gravity
Curved path
Gravitational force
Solar system
Sun/star
Name of planets
Dwarf planet
Asteroids
Orbit, circular, round
satellite
Revolve, spin

Select information from
provided sources.

Describe the movement of
the Moon relative to the
Earth.
Describe the Sun, Earth and
Moon as approx. spherical
bodies.

Give children virtual tour of Solar System using
virtual tour ppt. Includes quiz at end for key
knowledge about movement of planets within solar
system.

Lesson 2
I can talk about the Sun,
Moon and Earth (star, shape,
movement, size).
I can recognise that light
from the Sun can be

Can you remember the
order of planets that
order the Sun?
Use mnemonic to support
from last week (My Very
Easy Method Just Speeds
Up Naming….)

Activities:
SEN/WTS – Matching planets to orbits worksheet.
Others – How do planets move around the sun?
worksheet
Discuss Sun as major natural light source for the
Earth. www.bbc.co.uk – learning zone class clips
‘The Sun and it’s role in our galaxy’. Explain that the
Sun is a star. What do people wear outside in sunny
weather? Why?
What can you tell me about the shape of the Earth,
Sun and Moon ? 2D vs 3D answers. Show some

Or
Planet Quiz Crossword

Children complete Venn
diagram for Earth, Sun and
Moon descriptors.

Sun
Light source
Solar
Solar flare
Gravity
Revolves/spins
Star
Galaxy/galaxies
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Know that our Sun is a star
and that there are other stars
in our galaxy, and other
galaxies.

dangerous and that there are
ways to protect the eyes.

Can children write 3 facts
about the Solar System
they learnt last week?

Select information from
provided sources.

Discuss Solar System, with light source at centre,
and focus in on facts about E, S and M – use ppt. to
help.

Recognise that scientific ideas
are based on evidence and
creative thinking.

Carry out a fair test,
explaining why it is fair.

Solar System
Satellite
Orbit
Sphere/spherical
Relative size
Comparison/compare
Horizon
Evidence/proof

Discuss ways of proving they are all spherical
without photographic images e.g. ships sailing
around the world, ships appearing and disappearing
over horizon
www.primaryresources.co.uk/science/science4d.htm
-Lesson 2 ppt. showing the ship over horizon.

Recognise that light from the
Sun can be dangerous and
that there are ways to
protect their eyes.

Notice how light travels.

satellite photos of Sun, Moon and Earth to prove
they are spherical in shape.

Lesson 3
I can investigate how a beam
of light travels.

KO quiz on planet learning
so far
Finish with Sun – link into
lesson on light.

Activities:
Children recall facts about the Earth, Moon and Sun.
SEN/WTS – children sort facts and copy onto sheet
about the E, S and M.
ICT lesson if available– children work in ability pairs
to add on detail about E, S and M. Abilities needs to
create different numbers of statements.
On our diagrams of the Solar System we have been
drawing light travelling in straight lines, but how do
you know this is true?

Children list where human
error could cause
inaccuracies or anomalous
results during investigation.

Travel
Light
Light beam/ray
Light source
Surface
Card
Slit
Block/stop
Investigate
Fair
Distance
Measure

Day and Night shading with
Sun and Earth in different

Rotation
Revolution

Does light travel in straight lines? Elicit children’s
ideas and note on board.
Children are going to investigate how a beam of
light travels using card and torches

Understand why observations
and measurements need to
be repeated.

Activities:
In mixed ability groups of up to 6 children
investigate how light travels.
1 or 2 child scribe results
1 child to draw results
1 child to present findings to class and answers to
questions
Remaining children carry out experiment – measure
distances.
Use the idea of the Earth’s
rotation to explain day and

Science

Lesson 4
I can explain day and night.

How does light travel?

Why do we have day and night?
Why is it dark at night and light in the day?
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night and the apparent
movement of the Sun across
the sky.

(using the Earth’s rotation).

How does the Earth move
in relation to the Sun?
Which is larger, the Sun or
the Earth?

Elicit ideas from chn. in groups and discuss.
Show clip www.teachers.tv – Light Show - ‘Night and
Day – 0.00– 3.00 mins.

positions. Can children
complete thinking about
position of the light source?

Shadow
Light
Sun
Day/Night
Spherical
Opposite
Travel
Light beam/ray

Children write explanation
of how the movement of the
Sun was used to tell the time
using a sundial. Use ‘Sundial’
text to support this.

Stationary
Sun
Centre
Apparent
East/West
Compass
Sundial
Shadow Cast
Angles
Sunrise Sunset
Noon / Midday
Horizon
Rotation/rotate/spin
Revolve/revolution
Orbit

Use arrows to represent
light on pictures with one
and more mirrors.

Light
Travel
Straight
Direction
Light source
Reflection
Reflects
Reflected light
Pupil

Teacher clarify with globe (or representation) and
torch. How long does it take for Earth to complete
one rotation? Ensure children understand know it
take 24hrs to rotate once on its axis.

Use the idea of the Earth’s
rotation to explain day and
night and the apparent
movement of the Sun across
the sky.

Lesson 5
I can explain the apparent
movement of the Sun across
the sky.

Write 3 facts about the
Earth, Sun and Moon
Must include relative size,
shape and movement.

Suggest how to collect
evidence.

Activities:
Worksheet
SEN – Level 1
All other children – Level 2
What can you tell me about the movement of the
Sun? Elicit ideas. Children should know that Sun is
stationary . Show children clips of Sun moving
across the sky.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UN2RDobXhbg
Why do you think this happens? What do we know
already?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z6fnvcw
‘Sun and Shadows’ on bitesize
Look at photo of pencils on playground and the
chalk marks made. Investigate length of shadows.
What happens to the length of the shadow? Why?
Activities:
Record results on diagram
Record length of shadow at each point

Recognise that they need
light in order to see things
and that dark is the absence
of light.

Lesson 6
I can explain how light and
reflected light is needed to
see.

Explain how we see things
because light travels from
light sources to our eyes or
from light sources to objects
and then to our eyes.

I know that darkness is the
absence of light.

What is a light source?
Categories light sources
into natural and artificial.

Discuss/brainstorm with children how light helps us
see – address misconception that light comes from
eyes – light has to enter our eyes to enable us to
see.
www.teachers.tv - Light Show - ‘Inside an eye’ 6.06
– 9.24 mins
Use diagram to show light from a light source –
arrow to show direction
How do we see objects that are not light sources?
Elicit ideas using another diagram with 2 arrows

Science
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Notice that light is reflected
into the eye.

Notice that light is reflected
from surfaces.

Science

Activities:
Children complete worksheets using arrows to show
how we see objects which are light sources and
non-light sources

Lesson 7
I can investigate reflection.

Quiz using KO
How can X see the door?
How can X see Miss
Smith?
How can Miss Smith see
you?

Communicate findings in
tables, bar charts and line
graphs, whilst making
appropriate use of ICT.
Draw conclusions and
communicate them in
appropriate scientific
language.

What can you tell me about reflection?
Discuss reflection with class.
What is happening when a light beam is reflected?
Demo using strong light source, mirror and matt
surface – can children identify what is happening to
the beam of light on the different surfaces?
Demo using ball and wall to show same principle.

Children reading text “Why
does the Moon shine?’ and
make notes on reflection of
light to share with the class.

Reflect
Reflection
Changing direction
Light beam
Smooth surface
Scattered
Focused
Reflected light
Moon
Surface
Light source

An Amazing Fact a day quiz –
can children fill in
information using
knowledge from the lesson?

Trans
Transparent
Translucent
Opaque
Light
Reflection/reflect
Suitable
Materials/material
Appropriate
Purpose
Block
Travel
Passes
Through

Why is the Moon not a light source?
When learning about the Moon in space, we need
to learn about reflection.
Investigate: Which material is the best at reflecting
light?

Know how light travels across
translucent, transparent and
opaque materials.
Make predictions based on
scientific knowledge.
Suggest methods of testing
including a fair test.

Lesson 8
I can investigate how light
travels across translucent,
transparent and opaque
materials.
I know how light travels
across translucent,
transparent and opaque
materials.

Sources of Light quiz ppt.
Children are quizzed on
whether object is source
of light, or whether it
reflects light.
Challenge- are light
sources natural or
artificial?

Activities:
Photos taken for evidence
Activity 1 - reflection tracing
Activity 2 - periscopes
Activity 3 - mirror writing
How can we work out if a material is transparent,
translucent or opaque?
Show ppt about 3 types of materials
Introduce to real-life task: In groups they are
starting up their own window company that
provides customers with a service to make different
sorts of windows and curtains. They need to
investigate what materials their company would use
to make regular transparent windows, translucent
bathroom windows and opaque black-out curtains
or blinds. How could we test the materials? Elicit
ideas from class on how to carry out investigation
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Recognise that shadows are
formed when light from a
light source is blocked by an
opaque object.
Use the idea that light travels
in straight lines to explain
why shadow have the same
shape as the objects that cast
them.

Find patterns in the way that
the size of shadows change.

Lesson 9
I know that shadows are
formed when light is blocked.

Transparent, translucent
or Opaque sorting activity
quiz ppt for retrieval task

I can explain why shadows
have the same shape as the
objects that cast them.

Lesson 10
I can investigate how the size
of shadows change.

Children record predictions of which materials
would be the most suitable for 3 requirements using
previous knowledge.
Light and Shadow ppt
What is a shadow? How is a shadow formed? What
type of material will create the darkest shadow
and why?
Activities:
Children draw and label diagram to explain how a
shadow is created.
WTS/SEN – ppt. slide to support

Light and Shadow
interactive bingo game

Identify trends and patterns
and offer explanations for
these.

How Do Shadows Change ppt
What is a shadow? How will the shadow change
when the light source is moved closer/away? Why?
Activities:
Children work through ‘Investigating how shadows
change with distance’ worksheet
SEN/WTS – Adult support in class

Communicate findings in
tables, bar charts and line
graphs, whilst making
appropriate use of ICT.
Draw conclusions and
communicate them in
appropriate scientific
language.
End of Topic assessment

Science

Completely
Partially
Children draw shadows
created by translucent ,
transparent and opaque
objects.

Shadow
Light source
Object
Straight
Block
Blocking
Opaque
Fully
Dark
Darkness
Shape
Edge
Fuzzy/clear/crisp outline
Shadow
Block
Blocking
Opaque
Fully
Dark
Darkness
Shape
Edge
Fuzzy/clear/crisp outline

